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1. Introduction
Let p: E-*A be the principal fibration with classifying map θ: A-^B and let
q: T-*E be the principal fibration induced by a map p: E-*C. We assume that
A, B and C are //-spaces. Given a map v: X-*E, I. M. James and E.
Thomas [5, 7] have defined the homomorphisms
Δ(0,ιι): [X,SIA]-+[X,ΩB\
Δp(P,v):[X9ΩΓB]-»[X,flC],
where u is the composite pov, Ω is the loop functor and [F, Z] denotes the set
of based homotopy classes of based maps Y-*Z.
The action ΩCx T—>T of the principal fibration q induces the function
the image of (r, w)&[X, ΩC]x[-XΓ, T] under which is denoted by τ «;. The
subgroup
, ΩC]; r.w=w}
of [^ Γ, ΩC] is called the ίsotropy group of w under the action of [X, ΩC] on
[X, T]. Our first main result is the following:
Theorem A. Suppose w: X->T is a lifting of v. If Δ(0, u) is infective,
then l(w) coincides with the image of Δ/>(p, v).
This is obtained as a direct consequence of a property (Theorem 4.2) of
a non-stable secondary operation Φ
θ
(p, v) which is inspired by an operation due
to N. Shimada [14, p. 141].
The prime concern in this paper is to examine a few situations to which
Theorem A is applicable.
Consider first the real projective space P
n
(R), where the dimension n is
odd>l. Let X be a path-connected (n+l)-dimensional complex and let δ*
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denote the Bockstein homomorphism associated with 0->Z->Z-»Z2-»0. We
define
by φ(s)—S^ty where g: X-*P
n
(R) and i denotes the generator of H\P
n
(R)\ Z2).
The following extends a result due to P. Olum [10].
Theorem B. Let u be an element of Hl(X; Z2) such that (δ*w)(W+1)/2=0.
Then φ~l(u) is equivalent to:
H*(X\ Z) X Hn+1(Xy Z2)/(Sq2+u2 U )Hn-\Xy Z) for n = l (mod 4)
Hn(X
 yZ)xHn+1(X'yZ2)ISg2Hn-l(X y Z ) for n = 3 (mod 4)
Next, let η be the reduced stable class of the canonical line bundle over
the real projective space and let N
n
(ξ X) denote the number of classes of /z-plane
bundles over X which are stably equivalent to a stable reduced bundle ξ over
X. The following is a partial extension of a result due to I. M. James and
E. Thomas [5].
Theorem C. Let k be an integer and let ( , * J be even. Then
(1) for n=l (mod 4) and („} oddy Nn(kη\ Pn+1(R))=l or 2 according as
(
 Λ
 ) is odd or even\n—i/
(2) N
n
(kη\ P
n+l(R))=2 ifn=ί (mod 4), (jf) even and fc}) odd y
(3) NH(kη\ P»+2(R))=2 if n = 3 (mod 4) and (*Z}) odd.
Finally, let S(X) denote the group of homotopy classes of homotopy
equivalences of X whose group structure is induced by map-composition.
Consider the tower
ΠC >T
i ? '
ι>~7'c
K(
π
,n) *B,
where B and C are //-spaces such that τr
r
(.B)Φθ only for n-\-2^r^m (n>l)
and τr
s
(C)φO only for m+l^s^m+n— 1. The following theorem can be
obtained by applying the results of [9] to the fibration q and observing the fact
H*-\T\ τr)=0.
Theorem D. The following sequence of groups and homomorphisms is exact:
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m which the image of the last homomorphίsm consists of (g, Ωh) €Ξ S(E) X S(ΩC)
that ρg~hρ.
The results stated in sections 2, 3 and 4 can be dualized in a cofibre space and
will be considered elsewhere.
2. Preliminaries
We shall here fix the notations and recall some definitions given in [5, 6, 7],
We work in the category of spaces with basepoints (usually denoted by *) and
basepoint preserving maps. The spaces considered are assumed to have the
homotopy type of a CW complex. We blur the distinction between maps and
their homotopy classes. We use the additive notation for path-composition and
path-inversion. The suspension functor is denoted by S.
For a space X, let Ω*X denote the space of free loops in X. One has a
fibration
with section s
x
: X-+Ω*X given by s
x
(x)= the constant loop at x^ X. A map
/: X-* Y induces the map Ω*/: Ω* X-*Ω* Y in an obvious way.
Lemma 2.1. (i
x
)*ξ=(i
x
)*ζ' for ξ, ξ'^[Vy SIX] if and only if ξ and ξ'
are conjugate to each other.
This can be proved directly or by replacing i
x
 by a principal fibration.
Corollary 2.2. (Theorem 2.6 of [5]) The group [V, ΩX] is abelian if and
only i f ( i χ ) * : [V, SlX]-»[V, Ω*X] is ίnjectίve.
Given a fibration p: E-*A and a map u: X-*A, we denote by [X, E\ u] the
set of w-homotopy classes of w-maps X-+E (see [6])
Let p: E-^A be a fibration with fibre inclusion j: F-+E and let q: T-*E be
the principal fibration with classifying map p: E-+C. Given a map w\ X-*T,
let v=q°w and u=p°v. We define the u-isotropy group I
u
(w) of w by setting
l
u
(
w
) = {re [X, SIC] r.w=w in [X, T\ u]} .
q induces the function
and there is a bijection between q^(v) and the totality of left cosets [X, ΩC]/
I
u
(zv). The following is obvious:
Proposition 2.3. (1) For the trivial map *: X-+T, !#(*) is the image of
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j%: [X, ΩF]->[X, ΩC];
(2) I
u
(τ.w) = τ+I
u
(w)-τ for τe[JSΓ, ΩC];
(3) **IΛ»)cI^*«0 /or £:Γ->*;
(4) Let i: ΩC->T denote the inclusion. Then !*(/)= l+(np)*(fl/)*[flC,
] — 1, where 1 is- £λe identity map of ΩC.
Let Ω*.E denote the subspace of Ω*E" consisting of free loops λ such that
(Ω*p)\GsA(A). Then one obtains a fibration r: Ω*E-*E with fibre ΩF.
Theorem 2.4. T<E[^, ΩC] is ^-correlated (see §3 o/ [7]) to v^[X, E\ u],
if and only if there exists an η^[X, T\ u] such that τeIM(τ?) and q*η=v.
Proof. The "if" part is proved in Lemma (3.3) of [7]. We shall prove
the "only if" part. Assume that there exists a *\Jr^[X9 Ω*£"; u] such that
=v and pi<ψ>=(ίc)#τ m the following commutative diagram
[X, ΩC] - [JΓ, Ω*C] > [X, C] ,
where p': n*£"-^n*C denotes the restriction of Ω*p to
Since r is a fibration, we may assume ψ: X^>Ω*E is a lift of v. Let
JF1,: ^Γ->Ω*C be a homotopy with F0=icτ, F^p'ψ. Consider 7: JΓ->C
7
defined by 7(^)(0=^coil/(^)> x^X, O^ί^l. It is easy to see that τ=γ+p'ψ
— γ in [JΓ, ΩC]. Take η: X-*T given by η(χ)=(v9 7); then it follows that
— γ) η=η in [Jf, Γ; u]. This proves the only if part.
Corollary 2.5. Suppose p: E-+A is a principal fibration with fibre F in
the sense of [12]. Then [X, ίlF]=0 implies Ifl(w)=0.
Proof. Let μ: FxE-^E denote the action map and let μ': ΩFxE->Ω*E
be the induced map defined as in §4 of [7]. Then, by Theorem (4.1) of [7],
μί: [X, ΩF] X [X, E; u] - [X, Ω*£; u]
is bijective. Note that μ'{*, 1E}: E-+Ω*E is ^-homotopic to the canonical
section s: E-*Ω*E of r, so that both s and r induce the bijections between
[X, Έ\ u] and [X, Ω*£; u] because of [X, ΩF]=0.
Now let τ^[X, ΩC] be p-correlated to v, i.e., there is an element
[X, Ω*£"; u] such that r*ty=v, pi<ψ>=(ί
c
)#τ Then, since q*w=v,
(ί
c
}*r = p*s*v = (%)*P*^ = 0 ,
which implies τ=0 by virtue of ker (i
c
)*= 0.
Taking ^4 = * in the above situation, we obtain
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Corollary 2.6. τ^[X, ΩC] is p-corr elated to v&[X, E] (see §2 of [5]), if
and only if there is an element η^[X, T] such that τel(v) and q*η=v. If E is
an H-space with [X, Ω£]=0, then I(ί?)=0/or any lifting -η of v: X-+E.
3. The homomorphisms Δ(0, u) and Δp(p, v)
Consider the situation
ΩC-U T
(3.1) F=CIB-LE
I*
in which p and q are the principal fibrations with classifying maps θ and p
respectively, and B and C are //-spaces with multiplications t: BxB-+B and
n: Cx C->C. Let μ: FχE-*E denote the action of F on E.
In case A is an //-space with multiplication m: AxA-*A and there is
given a map z;: X—*E with u=p°v, I. M. James and E. Thomas have defined
in [5, 7] the homomorphisms
Δ(0, «): [JΓ, Ω^] -> [X, ΩB] ,
Δ>,^):[
as follows. Let
, ΩFxF)
m': ΩAχA-+Ω,*A, t': ΩBxB -* Ω*B, n':ΩCxC->Ω*C
denote the "right translations" determined by μ, m, t and n\ then the equations
for a(Ξ[X, ίLί]
for /9e [JSΓ, ΩF]
determine Δ(^, w)α: and Δ^(p, v)β uniquely by virtue of Theorem 2.7 of [5],
The following is proven in [7, Theorem (4.2)] :
Theorem 3.2. r^[Xy ΩC] is p-corr elated to v^[X, E', u] if and only if,
first, p*v=Q and, secondly, r lies in the image of Δ^(p, v). Thus, I
u
(w)=Δp(p, v)
[X, ΩF] for any lift w of v.
The homomorphism Δ(0, u) has also been introduced by J. W. Rutter [13],
who has examined various properties of it. In the similar way we can obtain
analogous theorems for Δ^p, v), so that the proofs are mostly omitted.
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Triviality Theorem 3.3. Δ^(p, *)=(Ωp)*(Ω/')#. More generally, if j°ϋ
=vfor a map ύ: X-+F, then Δ/p, v)=Δ(pj, ύ).
In order to state the next theorem we define the dual Hopf invariant v(ρ) e
[FχEy C] of p to be
"(p) = —(J°Pι)*P+μ*p—p2*P -
where pt: FxE-*F and p2: FχE-*E are the projections. If ι/(p)=0, we say
that p is primitive with respect to μ.
Primitivity Theorem 3.4. If p is primitive with respect to μ, then Δ^(p, v)
Theorem 3.5. If X is an H cogroup (see [15]), then Δ^(p, v)=(Ωp)#(Ωj)#.
Composition Theorem 3.6. Let a: C-+D be a map to an H space. Then
p, v).
Cartesian Product Theorem 3.7. Let p^ E->Cly p2: E->C2 be maps to
H-spaces and let {ρly p2}=(pιXp2)°d: E-*C1xC2 be the composite with diagonal
map d. Then
ι, ρ2}, v)β = (Δjfo, v)β, Δp(p2y v)β) .
Additivity Theorem 3.8. Let ρ19 p2: E-+C be maps. Then
)
Π
Δp(p2, V)β ,
, v)β ,
where (pι^)π and (— p^)π βr^ the endomorphisms as defined in [13, p. 383].
Cup Product Theorem 3.9. Given p<=H*(E\ π) and p' <=Hb(E\ π'\ let
p U p' denote the cup product with respect to a pairing π®π'-*G. Then
Δ^pUp7, v)β = Δ/p, v)β\Jv*p'+(-l)av*p\JΔp(p'9 v)β .
The following theorem will be useful in computing Δ^(p, v) in terms of
deviation of p from primitivity and corresponds to Corollary 1.4 of [5] or
Theorem 2.4.1 of [13].
Theorem 3.10. Suppose C is homotopy abelίan or p*v=Q. Then
Δ,(p, v)β = (Ωp)*(ΩΛ*£+Δ,
Λ
(ι;(p), {*, v}){β, *} .
Assume further that C is an Eilenberg-MacLane space and that
p(p) = ^UiX V;+ Σ 8«(Mj X ϋj) ,
where 8* is the Bockstein. Then
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β*β,-Σ δ»(ΩβJ)/8 U c*»J .
Proof. We imitate the proof of Theorem 2.4. 1 of Rutter [13]. Consider the
diagram
{*, v}
Note that the action /*: (FxF)x(FxE)->FxE of the principal fibration
^>°/>2 is given by -μ(x, x' x", y)=(x+x", μ(x', y)). Thus, the right translation -μ' :
nj(FxF)x(FxE)->ii^(FxE) satisfies the following:
(pμ)*μ*({β, *}, {*, f }) = p;/4{& "} .
)*τ4({& *}. {*» »}) = (
Using these and by 3.8 and 3.6 we have that
Δ^p, v)β = Δpp!l(pμ, {*, v}){β, *}
>1( {*, v}){β, *)+App2(V(p), {*,
, *}
, *)
, »}){A *}
, *}
Now it follows from 3.9, 3.6 and 1.4.1 of [13] that
Δ,
Λ
(«/X»ί, {*, υ}){β, *} = Δ
Similarly,
Δ>Λ(δ»(tt5xβJ), {*, β}){/9, *} = (Ω8 )*(ΩiίJ)*/8Uβ*»5
This completes the proof of 3.10.
In [7], James and Thomas have called π=p°q of (3.1) a stable decomposition
of π if there exists a map c: FχA-+C such that the composite
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is null-homotopic and pμ — c(lχp)Jt-pp2, where iz denotes the injection.
Note that, if p is primitive with respect to μ, then π=p°q is stable with c~ρjp19
where p1 denotes the projection FxA-*F. As stated in p. 104 of [7], for
v: X-*E liftable to Γ, τ v is liftable to T if and only if £*{τ, p*v}=0. The
following theorem can also be proved in a way similar to 3.10.
Theorem 3.11. (James and Thomas [7]) If (3.1) is a stable decomposition
of π=p°q, then
where c' : ΩFχA-*ΩC is determined by the composite
injection « Ω*c
- *Ω(FχA)xFχA - >Ω*(FxA) - >Ω*C
4. Secondary operation Φ
θ
(p, v) and proof of Theorem A
Consider the situation (3.1) in which A, B and C are //-spaces with multi-
plications my ΐ and n respectively. Given a map v: X-+E, we set u=p°v. We
shall now define a sort of secondary operation
Φ
θ
(p, v): ker Δ(0, u) -> coker Δ^p, v)
as follows.
Take an element a^[X, ΩA] such that (Ω*θ)*m*{a, z/}=0; then it follows
from the next Sublemma (i) that there exists an element λ]r^[X, Ω*£"; u] such
that
(4.1) (Cl*ρ)*ψ = hmί{a9u} and (rε)*ψ = v£[X, E; u] ,
where h: [X, Ω*^4; m{*, w}]-^[ ί^, Ω*-4; w] is the canonical bijection. The
coset of γe[-Y, ΩC] determined by (Ω*p)*Λ|r=w^{γ, p^^} is, by definition,
Φ
β
(p, ϋ)α.
Observe that, if there exists another -ψ ' such that (Ω*/))-ψι/=(Ω*/>)^ ψt in
[^ ί, Ω*yί; w] and (^£:)*ψ'— ^  in [X, E] u], then we may assume (rE)'\Jr'=v=
(rE)-(lr as maps and, applying Sublemma (ii) to 9>= |^r+( — ψ*'), we conclude that
(Ω*ρ)*ψ— (Ω*p)Hίι/r/ lies in the image of Δ^(p, v). This ensures that Φθ(p, v)
is well defined.
Sublemma. (i) Given an element β^[X, ΩM; u] lying in the image of
[^ , ΩM], ίAβrβ βΛώίί α ^e[^T, Ω*£; w]
(ii) If φ^[X, Ω*£"; w] satisfies (Ώ*p)*φ=(sA)*u9 then φ is contained in the
image of the natural map [X, Ω*£"; «]->[-Y, Ω*£"; M].
Proof, (i) Let jΔ : Fx Ω*£'^ Ω*£I be the map induced by the action μ:Fx
E->E. It is easily verified that
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*, 7) = (Ω*^>)γ, μ(lXrB) =
By assumption we can take ψ>: X^*Ω*E with (Ω*/>)ψ^/3, so that there is a
w-map ψ0: X-*Ω*E with (Ω*p)ψ0:=/3, since Ω*/> is a fibration. Choose ω:
X-+F such that μ{ω, r^-v/rj is w-homotopic to v. Then \/r=/fc{ω, -ψ
 0} has the
desired property.
(ii) This is a simple application of homotopy lifting property.
Theorem A in the introduction follows immediately from 3.2 and the
following theorem which states a main property of Φ
θ
(p, v).
Theorem 4.2. If w: X-^T is a lifting of vy then the image of Φ0(p, v)
coincides with the factor group I(w)/I
u
(zu).
Proof. Let γ^[^Γ, ΩC] lie in the coset Φ
θ
(p, v)a. Since p#^=0, we have
that
Ω * * ψ = ί
c
*7 and
which shows that 7 is p-correlated to v. Hence it follows from Theorem 3.3
of [5] that γ lies in I(w).
Conversely, suppose γe !(«;). Then, by Theorem 3.2 of [5], there exists
ψ'e[^Γ, Ω*£] such that (Ω*p)*Ψ'=(*c)*7 and (rE)*ψ'=v in [X, E]. By the
homotopy lifting property of rE we see that ψ ~ ψ ' for a map i/r: X-*Ω*E with
rEty=v. Then there is an α^[^Γ, Ω ί^] with h~1(Ω*p)*'ψt=mχ{(x, u] and, more-
over, (Ω*θ)*m*{(xy u}=0. This means that γ lies in in the coset Φ0(p, ϋ)α.
As a special case of Theorem A we obtain
Corollary 4.3. If [X, Ω,A]=Q, then I(w)=I
u
(to) for any lifting w of v.
REMARK. The conclusion of 4.3 remains valid without assuming that B is
an //-space, as shown in what follows. Since I
u
(w)dl(w)y it suffices to prove
I(w)C !„(«;). Let τel(w), then, by Theorem 3.2 of [5], there is a ψ<^[X, Ω*E]
such that (Ω*p)}Jζ ψ'=:(e'c)>tίτ and (rE)^ι\]r=v. As above we may represent Λ/T by a
z -map -ψ : ^f-^Ω* .^ The assumption implies that (rA)%: [X, Ω*^4]- [^^ Γ, A] is
a bijection with inverse (sA)* and hence there is a homotopy deforming (Ω*/))^
into a map X-+sA(A). Since Ω*^> is a fibration, it follows that there is a map
Y p
0: X-*Ω*E homotopic to ψ in Ω*E. Now the composite Ω*Z? - >E - >A
is a fibration, so that we can find a map -ψ^: X^ΩfE such that />r<ψι1=w and
i/ro—i/Γj in Ω*£". Consequently, if we can show that Γψ^ : X-*E is w-homotopic
to ϋ, then we infer from 2.4 that τ^I
u
(w). Now, since pr-^r1=pv9 there is an
ω: X-+F such that ω ^ and rψ j are w-homotopic, whence r-iIf1~rEψt=v implies
I(ί ). Thus, by 2.6, ω=0, which shows that r ψ^ is w-homotopic to ϋ.
Now let
p*:[X,E]-+[X9A], q*:[X,T]-*[X9E]
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be the induced functions and let v: X-+E be liftable to T. We set u=p°v. We
see that (p°q)*~\u) coincides with the union
where ω runs over the cosets in [X, F]jΔ(θy u)[X, ΩA] such that v(p)*{ω, v}+
(pj)*ω=Q. We conclude from Theorem A that
A Classification Theorem 4.4. Let π=p°q in (3.1) be a stable decomposi-
tion with c: FxA-*C such that Δ(0, u) is injective. Then (p°q)*~l(u) is equivalent
to the product
{ω£Ξ[X, F]; £*{ω, u} - 0}/Δ(0, u)[X, ΩA]
X[X, ΩC]./{4{& 11} β*Ξ[X, ΩF]} .
Finally we list some properties of Φ
θ
(p, v).
Triviality Theorem 4.5. Φ
β
(p, v) is the usual (stable) secondary operation
Φ determined by Ωp: ΩE-+ΩC and the image of Φ
θ
(p, v) is (Ωp)#[X, ΩE]/
Ap(p, v)[X, ΩF] in each of the following cases:
(i) v is the constant map
(ii) X is an H cogroup
(iii) p*v— 0, p is primitive with respect to μ and C is homotopy abelίan\
(iv) θ is primitive and p is primitive with respect to H structure of E.
Proof, (i) follows from the fact that [X, Ω*A *] can be identified with
[X, CIA].
In order to prove (ii), note that the following diagram is homotopy-
commutative:
(Ωp)ωXpv
 n
'
XxX -
g
(Ωp)ωV pv icVsc
d'
xvx ** ΩCVC ^Ω*CVΩ*C
where g is H' structure map, d the diagonal map, d' the folding map and
ω: X-+ΩE. Let i/r be an element of [X, Ω*U; u] which corresponds to
[X> Ω*£; *+u] under the canonical isomorphism. Then,
and we see that (Ω*p)*ψ corresponds to (^)*(Ω/>)*ω+ta)*w, i.e.,
hm*{a, u} with a=(Ωp)*ω. These show that (Ωp)*ω represents Φ
θ
(p, v)a.
We prove (iii). Given a<^[X, ΩA] with (Ω0)#α=0 (which is equivalent
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to (Ω*<9)*w4{#, *}=0), take γe[AΓ, Ω£] such that (Ωp)*γ=a. Since p*v=Q,
there is a τe[^ί, F] with j*τ=v. Using the map $: FxΩ*£-»Ω*£' in the
proof of Sublemma, we set ψ=A*{τ, (z'^ γ) e [Jf , Ω*£; *]; then,
Thus,
= (Ω*p)*/**{τ> (IB)*Ύ} = »*
where w: CxΩC^Ω*C is the "left translation". This proves (iii). The proof
of (iv) is left to the reader.
Composition Theorem 4.6. Let σ : C-+D be a map of C to an H space D.
Let
Δ(σ, pv) : coker Δ^(p, v) -» coker
denote the homomorphism induced by Δ(σ, p^). TA^w
Φβfσ-p, v) = Δ(σ, pϊ;)Φ
θ
(p, v) .
Cartesian Product Theorem 4.7. Suppose p
x
 #m/ ρ2 are as in 3.7.
Cup Product Theorem 4.8. L^ί p, p' αwJ p Up' be as in 3.9.
', v)αf - Φ
θ
(p, v)a U p'^+(-l
Naturality Theorem 4.9. Let a lie in ker Δ(0, u) and let f: Y-+X be a
map. Then
, v)a mod Δp(PJ*v)[Y, ΩF] .
5. Proof of Theorem B
Consider a Postnikov tower for P
n
(R), n odd>l. In (3.1) we take
A = K(Z291), B = K(Z,n+l), C = K(Z2ίn+2), θ = (δ*Oc"+1)/2 ,
where i^H\Z2^ 1; Z2) is the fundamental class; then we have the first two
stages and Hn+\E\ Z^=Z2 whose generator is the second invariant p with
j*p=S(fι
n
, t
n
 being the non-zero element of H"(Z, n; Z2). We claim that
£V for n=l(4)
for Λ = 3(4)
and hence (3.1) in this case is a stable decomposition with c=Sg2t
n
X l+^X^2
or S(fιHxl.
Now it follows from Cartan's formula that
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= ί Ί
Λ
We shall use an exact sequence due to E. Thomas [16, p. 187]. We see from
the above equality that, for the morphism r: Hn+2(FχE, E)-+H*+\A\
τ(S<fι
n
X 1+*
Λ
X/>V) = 0 or τ(S(fι
n
X 1) = 0
according as n = \ or 3 (4), and hence there is a p^Hn+2(E\ Z2) such that
o r S x l
for the operator p: Hn+2(E)-*Hn+2(FxE, E) (which is essentially equal to
μ*—p2*) Since ker />*=ker /* in dim/z+2 for a map /: Pn(R)-+A represent-
ing t, we infer that p=p, which proves our assertion. Theorem B now follows
from 4.4 and the fact [X, PH(R)]**[X, T].
6. Proof of Theorem C
Consider the first two stages of a Moore-Postnikov tower for the inclusion
BO(n)aBO between the classifying spaces for w-plane bundles and stable ones:
T
9
K(Z2y n) -^ E - > K(Z2, m)
K(Z2y n+l) ,
where m=n-\-2 or n-\-3 according as n=l (4) or n = 3 (4), n>2, and w{ denotes
the universal Stiefel- Whitney class of dimension /. As shown in [7, p. 110],
p°q forms a stable decomposition with
( SfιHxl+ιnXιo2 if n = l (4)
if n = 3 (4) ,
where ι
n
^Hn(Z2, n] Z2) is the fundamental class (This can also be shown using
Thomas' exact sequence). Thus, we conclude from 4.4 that, for a stable
bundle ξ£ΞKO(X) with wH+l(ξ)=0 such that Δ(ιon+19 ξ): KO-\X)-*Hn(X', Z2)
is injective,
(a) if n = l (4) and dimX^n+l, then N
n
(ξ; X) is equal to the cardinal
of the direct product :
Coker ΔK+1, ξ)xH"+\X; Z2)l(Sq2+w2(ξ)U)Hn-\X; Z2) .
(b) if n = 3 (4) and dim X^n-\-2, then NH(ξι X) is equal to the cardinal
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of the direct product :
Coker ΔK+1, ξ)xH»+*(X , Z2)l(Sq2+(wl(ξ)z+w2(ξ))Ό)Sq1H9t-\X'JZ2) .
Now take X=P
n+1(R) or Pn+2(R) according as n=l or 3 (4). Then
KO~\X)=Z2 by [3] and it follows from a formula of [5, p. 489] that Δ(wn+1, kη)
is injective for ί^Hj) odd and w
n+1(kτj)=0 for ( ,Λ even. Theorem C will
be obtained by observing that
to2(kη) = x\ S<fxn-1 = 0 for n = 1 (4), S(fxn~l = 0 for odd n ,
where x denotes the non-zero element of Hl(X; Z2).
Note that, for n=l (4) and Q) odd, Δ,(p, v): Hn-\P
n+l(R); Z2)-*Hn+l
(P
n+1(R); Z2) is surjective for any lift v of kη and hence ##: [Pn+ι(R)> T]-+
[PH+ί(R), E] is bijective.
As another illustration, let n=l (4) and let X be Pζ
n
+tf/2(C), the complex
projective space of complex dimension n ' . Then ίCO"1(-X) = 0 by [3].
Since 7/Λ(^; Z2)=0 and 5^(/M-1)/2)^0 for the non-zero element y ofH\X; Z2\
we see that N
n
(ξ\ X)=l or 2 according as zα,(£)ΦO or
7. Further examples
7.1. Suppose that, in (3.1), A is an (w--l)-connected space such that
πk(A)=0 for k^n+n'-2 (nr>n^2\ B=K(π', n'+l) and C=K(G, n+nf).
Assume p^Hn+n\E\ G) represents (p+ψ\J)p(θ) for p<=Hn+n'+1(π', n'+l; G),
ψ^Hn(A\ π), where the cup product is taken with respect to the Whitehead
product pairing π®π'-+G in T, π—π
n
(T). Then it is proven by F. P.
Peterson [11] that
* =μ*(p)
where j*p is the suspension of p andj*ρ(xf)=--j*p(ιr)y i being the fundamental
class of Hn/(π'y ri \ π'). Thus, the tower p°q in this case is a stable decomposi-
tion with c=j*pxl+x'xty (cf. Theorem 3.1 of [4]). Hence, Δ^p, v)β=
In case A=K(π, ri), we can take the basic classes i and L^Hn(πy n\ π) for
x' and i/r respectively.
7.2. Consider a Postnikov tower for the usual lens space L=S2n+1/Zp,
where p is an odd prime. We take
\\ B = K(Z,2n+2), C = K(Z2y 2n+3) ,
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and let θ=(δ*ί)n+l where δ* is the Bockstein associated with O^Z-^Z-^Z^-^0
and L denotes the basic class of Hl(Zp, I Zp), and let p denote the generator
of H2n+\E-> Z2)=Z2.
Given a path-connected (2n-f-2)-dimensional complex X, we have Δ(#, u)
=Q by virtue of H\SX; Zp)=0 and j*p=Sfϊ, I being the basic class of
H2n+l(Z, 2n+l; Z). Since H2n+\FxE, FyE; Z2)=0, p is primitive with
respect to the action μ, so that Δ^p, v)=S<f: H2n(X; Z)-*H**+\X\ Z2). Thus,
we see from 4.4 that [X, L] is equivalent to the product
p); (δ*u)n+l = 0}xH2n+l(X', Z)xH2n+2(X-J Z2}ISqΉ2n(X\ Z) .
This extends a result of P. Olum [10].
7.3. Consider a Postnikov tower for the n-sphere Sn, n^4. We take
A = K(Zy n), B = K(Z2, n+2), C = K(Z2y n+3)
and Sqfc and the unique non-zero element of Hn+2(E] Z2)=Z2 for θ and p,
where L is the basic class of Hn(Z, n\ Z). Then,
Δ(<9, u) = S<f: Hn-l(X; Z) -> Hn+1(X] Z2)
Δ,(p, v) = Sq2: H»(X Z2) -> H"+\X Z2) .
Let X be a complex with dim X^nJ
Γ
2\ then £>: X-+E is always liftable
to T. We conclude
(1) (Nakaoka [8, p. 94, Theorem 4]) Assume S<f: Hn(X\ Z2}->Hn+2(X\ Z2)
is surjective; then I(w)=I
u
(w)=Hn+2(X:> Z2) and hence it follows that [X, Sn]
is equivalent to
{utΞHn(X Z); Sq2u = Q}xHn+1(X; Z2)IS(fHn-\X , Z) .
(2) Assume S(f: Hn~\X', Z)-*Hn+\X\ Z2) is injective; then it follows
from 4.4 that \Xy S
w] is equivalent to the product
Z); Sq2u = 0}xHn+ί(X; Z2}ISqΉn-\X; Z)
X//M+2(^;Z2)/S^//M(^;Z2).
7.4. Consider a Postnikov tower for the complex projective space P
m
(C).
Let
A = K(Z, 2), JS - ^ (Z, 2m+2), C = K(Z2, 2m+3) ,
and let θ=tm+1, where ι^H2(Z, 2; Z) is the basic class, and p be the unique non-
zero element <ψ>
w
<EΞ#2w+3(£; Z2) (cf. [12]). Then j*p=Sq2ι2m+l, where ι2m+l is
the generator of H2M+1(Z, 2m+l; Z2). The dual Hopf invariant v(θ) with
respect to Tϊ-structure of A is (L X 1 + 1 X *)m+1 and hence
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Δ(0, u)a = (m+l)a\Jum, a^H\X; Z) (cf. [15, p. 452])
We see from 7.1 and [11] that
Γ p / x l + l X p if misodd
μ*(p) = <
I pjx l + lXp+Σ 2«+ιX/>** if ™ is even ,
where the cross product is taken with respect to the nontrivial pairing Z(g)Z->Z2
and I2m+l denotes the basic class of H
2m+1(Z, 2m+l] Z).
Given a (2m+2)-dimensional complex X, we assume that (m-\-l)a\Jum=Q
implies a=Q for a^H\X; Z) and a fixed u^H\X\ Z}. Then it follows from
4.4 that, for the function φ\ [X, P
m
(C}]->H\X\ Z) assigning /** to /: X-*
heing a generator of H2(P
m
(C)\ Z), φ~l(u) is equivalent to
H2m+1(X
 y Z)l(m+ V)um U H\X\ Z) X H2M+2(X; Z2)/SfH2m(X', Z) for m odd
H2m+\X; Z)/(m+l)um\jH1(X', Z)xH2M+2(X; Z2}l(S<f+uU)H2m(X\ Z)
for m even .
It seems likely that, for m=l and dim X= 4, our Φ
θ
(p, v) coincides with
ΦCz introduced by N. Shimada [14, p. 141].
7.5. Let n be an even integer and let
K(Z» 2n+2) >T
< ι
?
K(Z, 2n+l)-?-+E -£-+ K(Zt, 2n+3)
IP
be part of a Moore-Postnikov tower for BU(n)dBU between the classifying
spaces for the unitary groups U(n) and U, where c
n+1 denotes the universal
(n+l) th Chern class. It is readily shown that H2H+\E Z2)=Z2 is generated
by p withy*p=S(f£2M+1, where ι2n+1 is the generator of H2n+1(Z, 2n-\-\\ Z2).
Since, for the realification j of the canonical bundle γ over BU,
where the cup product is with respect to the non-trivial pairing Z2(g)Z->Z2,
Thomas' exact sequence reveals that
μ*p =
Hence it follows from 4.4 that, for a complex X such that dim X^2n+2 and
Δ(cM+1, u): K-\X}-*H2n+\X\ Z) is injective for u^R(X) with ίfl+1(ιι)=0, the
number of ft- dimensional complex vector bundles over X which are stably
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equivalent to u, is equal to the cardinal of the direct product
coker Δ(cH+ί, u)xH2n+2(X', Z2)l(Sf+w2(a)U)H2n(X; Z) ,
where # is the realification of u.
For example, let X=P2n+2(R). Since K~\X)=0 by Theorem 3.3 of [2]
and since K(X) consists of elements kv (k=Q, 1, •• ,2W~1— 1), v denoting the
complexification of the canonical line bundle λ (see [1]), the number of classes
of w-dimensional complex plane bundles which are stably equivalent to kvy is
equal to 2 or 4 according as k is odd or even. This follows by observing that
*=Q for the generator x<=H\X\ Z2) and w2(k»)=kw2(2\)=kx2 .
8. Appendix: the group of fibre homotopy equivalences
Given a fibration /: Y-+Z, we denote by 6( Y\ f) the group of fibre homotopy
classes of fibre homotopy equivalences of Y.
In the situation (3.1) we shall assume that πk(A)^0 only for n^k^n' — 1,
τr*(F)φO only for n^k^n'-l and τrv(ΩC)φO only for n'^r^n'+n-l (n>l).
It is easily shown that there is an exact sequence
1 -
 9*[£, ΩC] - 6(T\ q)
We shall study G(T\ p°q)* First we need
Lemma 8.1. The functions
q*ι [E, £; p] - [Γ, £; poq], /^ [ΩC, ΩC] - [ΩC, T]
are bίjective.
Proof. Introduce the commutative diagram
[E, F] -C [Γ, F]
[E,E',p] - "[TtE poq],
where the vertical bijections T
λ
 and T2 are given by
lfi}> T2(ω) = μ*{ω, q} ,
1^  being the identity map of X. Since the upper q* is bijective, so is the bottom
<7*. The second assertion can be proved by a classical obstruction argument or
by using a Moore-Postnikov tower for i.
In the light of Lemma 8.1 we can now define homomorphisms
J: S(T; poq) -> G(E; p), /„: £(Γ; p°q)
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by requiring, for g^6(T\ p°q),
Let
Δ: ker i* -» £ (T; p°q)
denote the homomorphism defined by Δ(τ)=τ l
r
, where i* is the homo-
morphism in the exact sequence
i* </*
[ΩC, ΩC] 4 - [T, ΩC] ^— [E, ΩC] .
Theorem 8.2. The following sequence of groups and homomorphisms is
exact :
[T, ΩF] *&$<ί*[E, ΩC] -^£(Γ; Jog) i^ S £(£. £)χ£(ΩC) ,
IΛ wAzcA £Atf iifiq?* o/ {/, To} consists of (g, Ωh)&G(E\ p)χ6(ΩC) such that
pg^hp.
Proof. The exactness at the second term follows from the fact that the
image of Δ^(p, q) coincides with Ij,
oq(lτ) by 3.2. We shall prove the exactness
at the third term.
Let g: Γ->T be a homotopy equivalence such that £*— z, pqg=pq and qg~q
by a ^-homotopy Ht: T-+E, O^ί^l, with H0=qgy Hl=q. By the homotopy
lifting property there exists a homotopy fft: T-*T with H0=g, qfft=Ht. Since
pqfft—ρHt=pqy fίt is a p^-homotopy. Put g'=fflj then qg'=q and so g' is
<?-homotopic to τ l
τ
 for some r: T-+ΩC. Since
and [ΩC, ΩE]=Q, it follows from 2.3 that I(ί)=0 and hence i*τ=0.
The assertion about the image of {T, To} can be proved by an argument
similar to Theorem 2.9 of [9], noting that, if qg—gq by a ^-homotopy, we can
replace g by g which is pq-homotopic to g and which is such that qg=gq.
Consider the situation in which A=K(π, «), B=K(π', n'+l) and C=
K(G, n+nf), l<n<n' in (3.1). Theorem 8.2, together with 7.1, gives rise to
an exact sequence
l-*R-> β(T\ poq) -> e(E\ p)x Aut G ,
where Λ denotes the factor group
U)H"/-1(
w
, n; π')
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L
n
 being the basic class in Hn(π, n\ π) and the cup product being taken with
respect to the Whitehead product pairing of T.
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